This paper presents a survey of the present theoretical understanding based on advanced analytical and numerical studies of collective processes and beam-plasma interactions in intense heavy ion beams for applications to ion-beam-driven high energy density physics and heavy ion fusion. The topics include: discussion of the conditions for quiescent beam propagation over long distances; and the electrostatic Harris instability and the transverse electromagnetic Weibel instability in highly anisotropic, intense one-component ion beams. In the longitudinal drift compression and transverse compression regions, collective processes associated with the interaction of the intense ion beam with a charge-neutralizing background plasma are described, including the electrostatic electron-ion two-stream instability, the multispecies electromagnetic Weibel instability, and collective excitations in the presence of a solenoidal magnetic field. The effects of a velocity tilt on reducing two-stream instability growth rates are also discussed. Operating regimes are identified where the possible deleterious effects of collective processes on beam quality are minimized.
Introduction
This paper presents a survey of the present theoretical understanding based on advanced analytical and numerical studies of collective processes and beam-plasma interactions in intense heavy ion beams for applications to ion-beam-driven high energy density physics and heavy ion fusion [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . A complete description of collective processes in intense charged particle beams is provided by the nonlinear Vlasov-Maxwell equations [8] [9] [10] for the self-consistent evolution of the beam distribution function, f b (x, p, t), and the average electric and magnetic fields E(x, t) and B(x, t). The effects of finite geometry and intense selffields often make it difficult to obtain detailed predictions of beam equilibrium, stability and transport properties based on the Vlasov-Maxwell equations. Nonetheless, often with the aid of advanced numerical simulations, there has been considerable theoretical progress in applying the Vlasov-Maxwell equations to investigate the detailed equilibrium and stability properties of intense charged particle beams . These theoretical studies include a wide variety of collective interaction processes ranging from the electrostatic Harris instability [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] and electromagnetic Weibel instability [39, [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] driven by large temperature anisotropy with T ?b bT Jb in a one-component nonneutral beam, to wall-impedance-driven collective instabilities [49] [50] [51] , to the resistive hose instability [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] , to the dipole-mode two-stream (electron cloud) instability for an intense ion beam propagating through a partially neutralizing electron background [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] , to the collective processes associated with the interaction of the intense ion beam with a chargeneutralizing background plasma [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] [77] , including the electrostatic electron-ion two-stream instability and the multispecies electromagnetic Weibel instability [78] [79] [80] [81] [82] , and collective excitations in the presence of a solenoidal magnetic field [3, 80] , to the development and application of a nonlinear stability theorem in the smooth-focusing approximation [8, 23, 24] .
The present survey of collective processes and beam-plasma interactions affecting intense ion beam propagation is necessarily brief. In the acceleration and beam transport regions, the topics covered in Section 2 include discussion of the sufficient condition for quiescent (stable) beam propagation over long distances; and the electrostatic Harris-type instability and the electromagnetic Weibel-type instability in strongly anisotropic, one-component nonneutral beams. In Section 3, collective processes associated with the interaction of an intense ion beam pulse with a largevolume charge-neutralizing background plasma are described. To achieve the high focal spot intensities necessary for high energy density physics and heavy ion fusion applications, compressing the beam longitudinally and transversely in the presence of a dense charge-neutralizing background plasma has many attractive features [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] , particularly because the plasma electrons eliminate (or significantly reduce) the large, defocusing spacecharge force of the ion beam pulse. The collective beam-plasma interaction processes summarized in Section 3 include: the electrostatic electron-ion two-stream instability, the multispecies electromagnetic Weibel instability, dynamic stabilization of the two-stream instability during longitudinal drift compression, and the effects of solenoidal magnetic field on collective beam-plasma instabilities.
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In the accelerator and transport regions, the analysis in this paper assumes a long ion charge bunch (bunch length l b b bunch radius r b ) with directed axial kinetic energy (g b À1)m b c 2 propagating in the z direction through a perfectly conducting cylindrical pipe with constant radius r w . The analysis is carried out in the smooth-focusing approximation where the applied transverse focusing force is modeled by 
. Furthermore, the particle dynamics in the beam frame is assumed to be nonrelativistic.
It should be noted that one collective instability that is not summarized in the present paper is the electron-ion two-stream (electron cloud) instability, which can occur when an intense ion beam propagates through an (unwanted) partially neutralizing component of background electrons produced (for example) when energetic beam ions strike the chamber wall or ionize background gas atoms. Advanced analytical and numerical simulation studies of this instability have previously been reported [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] 78] and will not be repeated here, except to note that the conditions for eliminating or greatly reducing the effects of this instability have been identified, e.g., through the introduction of a very modest axial momentum spread in the beam ions.
As noted earlier, Sections 2 and 3 provide a brief overview of the present understanding of several collective instabilities that can develop in intense ion beams and beam-plasma systems. While the summaries are necessarily short, the references in the bibliography for this paper provide considerably detailed information.
2. Anisotropy-driven collective instabilities in one-component nonneutral beams
Nonlinear stability theorem
A very important consequence of the nonlinear VlasovMaxwell equations is the existence of a stability theorem (a sufficient condition for stability) for a one-component charged particle beams. In particular, for a long, coasting beam in the smooth-focusing approximation, the stability theorem states that any equilibrium distribution function f 0 b ðH 0 Þ that satisfies
is nonlinearly stable to perturbation with arbitrary polarization [8, 23, 24] . In Eq. (1), [67, 83] for beam propagation over thousands of equivalent lattice periods.
Eq. (1) is a sufficient condition for stability. Therefore, a necessary condition for instability is that the beam distribution function has some distinct nonthermal feature such as an inverted population in phase space [11] [12] [13] , or a strongly anisotropic distribution function in the beam frame. In electrically neutral plasmas, energy anisotropies are well known to provide the free energy to drive the classical electrostatic Harris instability [32] and the electromagnetic Weibel instability [43] . The drive mechanism for instability can be either a temperature anisotropy or an anisotropy in the relative directed kinetic energy of the plasma components.
Electrostatic Harris instability for one-component beams
In accelerators, strongly anisotropic beam distributions T Jb / T ?b 51 develop naturally during the acceleration of the charge bunch [10] , and can provide the free energy to drive both the electrostatic Harris instability [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] and the electromagnetic Weibel instability [39, [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] . In this section, we summarize theoretical advances in recent analytical and numerical studies of the Harris instability in intense one-component beams [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] 78] , assuming electrostatic perturbations (r Â dEffi0 and dBffi0) about an initial anisotropic thermal equilibrium distribution (T Jb oT ?b ) described by the self-consistent Vlasov equilibrium
in the beam frame. The 'primed' notation for beam-frame variables has been dropped in Eq. (2). In Eq. (2), 
where T ?b is the transverse beam temperature, r b is the rootmean-square beam radius, m b is the mass of a beam particle, and 
is the average beam-plasma frequency squared. The normalized tune depressionn=n 0 is defined bȳ
where o f ¼ const is the transverse frequency associated with the applied focusing field in the smooth-focusing approximation. Detailed 3D numerical studies of the electrostatic Harris instability in intense one-component beams have been carried out using the linear eigenmode code bEASt and the nonlinear df simulation code BEST, and detailed results are presented in Refs. [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] 78] . For present purpose we summarize here some of the most important results.
Shown in Fig. 1 [39] . The dashed curve in Fig. 1 has been calculated using the eigenmode code bEASt [37, 39] for perturbations with azimuthal mode number m ¼ 1, which has the largest growth rate. The solid curve in Fig. 1 
The m ¼ 1 dipole mode is purely growing with Re o ¼ 0. Note from the dashed curve in Fig. 1 The nonlinear df code BEST has been used to follow the detailed nonlinear evolution and saturation of the Harris instability [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] . Shown in Fig 
Electromagnetic Weibel instability for one-component beams
The eigenmode code bEASt and nonlinear df code BEST have been extended to incorporate slow-wave transverse electromagnetic perturbations (so-called Darwin model), thereby allowing for the possibility of a Weibel-type instability occurring in a onecomponent charged particle beam [39, [43] [44] [45] . Finite geometry and self-field effects make a precise stability analysis based on the linearized Vlasov-Maxwell equations difficult analytically. However, for an anisotropic distribution of beam particles [Eq. (3) and (5), it is readily shown that Eq. (7) can be expressed in the equivalent form
Note from Eq. (8) [39] . Results have been obtained using the eigenmode code bEASt [37, 39] . The solid curve corresponds to the simple theoretical estimate in Ref. [37] . in the parameter regimes of practical interest. In addition, the threshold value of T Jb /T ?b for complete stabilization of the Weibel instability is extremely small, due to finite transverse geometry effects, and can be estimated to be [37, 39] 
As a consequence, the Weibel instability is much less dangerous for intense beams with normalized tunen=n 0 o0:82. This is because such intense beams are strongly unstable to the electrostatic Harris instability, which saturates at a much larger longitudinal temperature, ðT In summary, the electromagnetic Weibel instability is likely to be an important instability mechanism in one-component charged particle beams withn=n 0 40:82, but not in intense beams withn=n 0 o0:82.
Collective interaction processes for intense beam propagation through background plasma
The topics covered in Section 2 included a discussion of the sufficient condition for quiescent (stable) beam propagation over long distances (Section 2.1); and the electrostatic Harris-type instability (Section 2.2) and the electromagnetic Weibel-type instability (Section 2.3) in strongly anisotropic, one-component nonneutral beams. In Section 3, the collective processes associated with the interaction of an intense ion beam pulse with a large-volume, charge-neutralizing background plasma are described. To achieve the high focal spot intensities necessary for high energy density physics and heavy ion fusion applications, compression of the beam longitudinally and transversely in the presence of a dense charge-neutralizing background plasma has many attractive features [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] , particularly because the plasma electrons eliminate (or significantly reduce) the large, defocusing space-charge force of the ion beam pulse. The collective beam-plasma interaction processes summarized in this section include: the multispecies electromagnetic Weibel instability (Section 3.1); the electrostatic electron-ion two-stream instability (Section 3.2); the dynamic stabilization of the two-stream instability during longitudinal drift compression (Section 3.3); and the effects of solenoidal magnetic field on collective beam-plasma instabilities (Section 3.4).
Multispecies Weibel instability
The electromagnetic Weibel instability [39, [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] was shown in Section 2.3 to be relatively ineffective in one-component charged particle beams. The situation can be quite different, however, when an intense beam propagates through background plasma [78] [79] [80] [81] [82] [83] [84] . In this case, the large energy anisotropy associated with the directed kinetic energy of the beam particles relative to the background plasma can provide significant free energy to drive the transverse electromagnetic Weibel instability, and cause filamentation in the plane perpendicular to beam propagation. In this section, we summarize the results of a macroscopic cold-fluid model in which an intense ion beam (j ¼ b) propagates through a background plasma (j ¼ e, i). The background plasma is assumed to provide complete charge and current neutralization with [84] À1=2 is the relativistic mass factor. Moreover, current neutralization has been assumed since this case gives the largest growth rate for the multispecies Weibel instability. That is, a finite azimuthal self-magnetic field B 0 y ðrÞa0 tends to reduce the growth rate of the Weibel instability [9, 47] . Furthermore, the present analysis assumes axisymmetric flute perturbations with q/qy ¼ 0 and q/qz ¼ 0, and electromagnetic field perturbations with components dE ¼ dE r e r +dE z e z and dB ¼ dB y e y . Note that the field perturbations have mixed polarization with both longitudinal component (dE r a0) and transverse electromagnetic components (dB y a0 and dE z a0).
Finally, it is assumed that the beam-plasma interactions take place in a region where there is no applied focusing field (o f ¼ 0), and a perfectly conducting cylindrical wall is located at radius r ¼ r w . We express dE z ðr; tÞ ¼ dÊ z expðÀiotÞ, where Im o40 
In the analysis of the dispersion relation [79] To summarize, the multispecies Weibel instability with characteristic growth rate G W can be particularly virulent for a sufficiently intense (high density) ion charge bunch propagating through background plasma that provides complete charge and current neutralization. On the other hand, the multispecies Weibel instability is not expected to have a deleterious effect on the beam quality provided
where t p ¼ L p /V b is the interaction time of the beam ions with background plasma, and L p is the length of the plasma column. 
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Electrostatic two-stream instability
The relative streaming of the beam ions through the background plasma components can also provide the free energy to drive the electrostatic two-stream instability with characteristic polarization r Â dEffi0 and dBffi0. In this section, we make assumptions similar to those made at the beginning of Section 3.1, including equilibrium charge and current neutralization [Eq. 
Here o pj ðrÞ ¼ ½4pn 
Because of the geometric factors g 0 and 1Àg 0 , the detailed properties of the two-stream instability calculated from Eq. (22) can differ substantially from the infinite beam-plasma results. However, several interesting features are evident. First, in the absence of plasma outside the beam-plasma channel (ô o2 pj ¼ 0), the channel electrons undergo unstable two-stream interactions with both the beam ions and the channel plasma ions. Second, when there is plasma outside the beam-plasma channel (ô o2 pj a0), the channel electrons can also undergo a strong unstable two-stream interaction with the plasma electrons outside the channel. Illustrative solutions to the dispersion relation (22) are presented in Refs. [78, 84] . For present purposes, we consider the case when there is no plasma outside the beam-plasma channel, i.e.,n To summarize, for a cold ion beam propagating through a cold background plasma, the electrostatic two-stream instability can be an important collective interaction mechanism. Since the phase velocities of the most unstable modes are close to the beam velocity b b c and the plasma ion velocity b i c, modest axial velocity spreads in the beam ions and plasma ions can lead to a growth rate reduction. It is also expected that somewhat rounded density profiles, rather than flat-top profiles, or a radial shear in the axial velocity profile, would result in lower instability growth rates. An important nonlinear consequence of the two-stream instability is the rapid nonlinear heating of the plasma electrons on a time scale of a few times ðIm oÞ , which correspond to relatively short distances.
Dynamic stabilization of two-stream instability during longitudinal beam compression
Detailed properties of the electrostatic two-stream instability can change substantially during longitudinal compression of the beam pulse from those reported in Section 3.2. In a recent calculation [81] , the electrostatic two-stream instability for a cold, longitudinally compressing intense ion beam propagating through a dense background plasma has been investigated both analytically and numerically using a simple one-dimensional model in which transverse spatial variations are neglected. The linear development of the instability and its saturation are examined [78, 84] .
from the point of view of wave dynamics, where the plasma waves are represented as quasi-particles characterized by their position z(t), wavenumber k(t), and energy (or frequency) o(t). It is found that the longitudinal beam compression strongly modifies the space-time development of the instability. In particular, the dynamic compression of the beam pulse leads to a significant reduction in the growth rate of the two-stream instability compared to the case without an initial velocity tilt [81] .
To briefly describe the theoretical model [81] , a semi-infinite ion beam with (see Fig. 9 ) sharp leading edge enters the region containing background plasma at time t ¼ 0 and z ¼ 0 with velocity V 
It is also assumed that the ion beam propagation in the background plasma is both charge neutralized and current neutralized, where the quasi-neutrality conditions are given by [81] 
In Eq. (29) n j and V j denote the dynamically changing unperturbed density and flow velocity of the beam ions (j ¼ b) and background plasma electrons (j ¼ e), andn i ¼ const (independent of z and t) is the uniform density of the background plasma ions (assumed singly ionized and immobile). In Eq. (29), Z b is the charge state of the beam ions.
The analysis in [81] makes use of an elegant quasi-particle formalism, and assumes two small parameters
It is found that the two-stream instability between the beam and plasma electrons develops and saturates everywhere in the background plasma region except at locations close to the compression point z ¼ Z f during the time interval when 1 À t=T f $1bZ b n 0 b =n i . It is convenient to introduce the gain function G(z, t) defined by Typical numerical results obtained from the linear dispersion relation and the quasi-particle dynamical equations are illustrated in Figs. 10 and 11 [81] . Fig. 10 shows the normalized instability gain function G(z, t)/a plotted as a function of distance z/Z f at different times t/T f ¼ 0.15 (1), 0.25 (2), 0.35 (3), 0.45 (4), 0.55 (5), 0.65 (6) , and 0.75 (7) obtained numerically using the quasiparticle formalism, and compared with the analytical estimate (dashed curve) [81] . 
In Fig. 11 , we have chosen system parameters to be d 
Effects of solenoidal magnetic field
As noted earlier, to achieve maximum compression, the space charge of the ion beam is neutralized by the propagation of the ion beam pulse through a dense background plasma [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] [77] . In one approach, transverse compression is facilitated by using solenoidal focusing magnets. Recent studies of the beam's charge and current neutralization in plasma with solenoidal magnetic field have shown that when the magnetic field is strong enough that o ce $b b o pe , the electron dynamics becomes significantly affected by the magnetic field. Specifically, if the condition o ce $b b o pe is satisfied, the magnetic field causes the plasma electrons to start rotating about the solenoid axis as they flow into the ion beam pulse to neutralize its charge and current [3] .
Moreover, if o ce 4b b o pe , low-frequency helicon waves propagating nearly perpendicular to the beam propagation direction can now be resonantly excited by the beam [3] , drastically changing the way current is being neutralized by the background plasma. Coupling to the helicon waves also modifies the electromagnetic Weibel instability discussed in Section 3.1 in the absence of applied focusing field. In a recent calculation [80] , we have studied the low-frequency electromagnetic and electrostatic streaming instabilities of an intense ion beam propagating through background plasma along a solenoidal magnetic field. Because of the large ion mass, instabilities involving the ion cyclotron motion are very slow. Therefore, in the present analysis the effect of the solenoidal magnetic field on the beam ions and plasma ions is neglected, but its effect on the plasma electrons is included in the analysis.
For present purposes, we treat the beam-plasma medium as infinite in spatial extent. The externally applied magnetic field B 0 e z is directed along the z direction, and the wavenumber k ¼ k ? e x +k z e z of the field perturbation is taken to be in the (x, z) plane. Similar to previous sections, it is assumed that the background plasma electrons provide full charge and current neutralization, which requires the density of electrons to ben e ¼ Z ini þ Z bnb , and the electron drift velocity to be V e ¼ Z b V bnb =n e , wheren j andẐ j are the number density and charge state of the background plasma ions (j ¼ i) and the beam ions (j ¼ b). For simplicity, the analysis [80] is carried out in a reference frame moving axially with the electrons. In this framē
Neglecting the cyclotron motion of the beam ions and plasma ions, the full cold-plasma dispersion relations for an ion beam propagating with velocity V b along the magnetic fieldB 0 is derived and analyzed in detail in Ref. [80] .
For present purposes, we consider the case of nearly transverse propagation and low-frequency perturbations satisfying cos 2 
Depending on the value of cos y ¼ k z /k, the dispersion relation (36) supports solutions ranging from the electrostatic modified two-stream instability between the plasma electrons and the beam ions or the plasma ions, to a streaming instability due to interaction of the ion beam with lower hybrid oscillations [80] . The growth rate of these instabilities have been obtained numerically by solving the full dispersion relation in Ref. [80] , as well as the approximate dispersion relations in Eqs. (34) and (36) . Typical results are illustrated in Figs. 12 and 13. In summary, streaming instabilities of intense charged particle beams propagating along a solenidal magnetic field in a background plasma have been studied analytically and numerically [80] . It is found that the growth rates of the multispecies Weibel instability and electrostatic two-stream instabilities are strongly affected by the strength of the solenoidal field as measured by the dimensionless parameter b b o pe /o ce .
Conclusions
This paper presented a survey of collective processes and beam-plasma interactions affecting heavy ion beam propagation for ion-beam-driven high energy density physics and heavy ion fusion applications. The topics covered in Section 2 included a discussion of the sufficient condition for quiescent (stable) beam propagation over long distances (Section 2.1); and the electrostatic Harris-type instability (Section 2.2) and the electromagnetic Weibel-type instability (Section 2.3) in strongly anisotropic, onecomponent nonneutral beams. In Section 3, collective processes associated with the interaction of an intense ion beam pulse with a large-volume, charge-neutralizing background plasma were described. To achieve the high focal spot intensities necessary for high energy density physics and heavy ion fusion applications, compressing the beam longitudinally and transversely in the presence of a dense charge-neutralizing background plasma has many attractive features, particularly because the plasma electrons eliminate (or significantly reduce) the large, defocusing space-charge force of the ion beam pulse. The collective beam-plasma interaction processes summarized in Section 3 included: the multispecies electromagnetic Weibel instability (Section 3.1); the electrostatic electron-ion two-stream instability (Section 3.2); dynamic stabilization of the two-stream instability during longitudinal drift compression (Section 3.3); and the effects of solenoidal magnetic field on collective beam-plasma instabilities (Section 3.4). Operating regimes to minimize the deleterious effects of collective instabilities have been identified. 
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